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1 Introduction

Theories of dark matter (DM) or large extra spatial dimensions (LED) predict the production of events that contain a high transverse momentum ($p_T$) photon and large missing transverse momentum (referred to as $\gamma + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ events) in $pp$ collisions at a higher rate than is expected in the Standard Model (SM). A sample of $\gamma + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ events with a low expected contribution from SM processes provides powerful sensitivity to models of new phenomena [1–5].

The ATLAS [6, 7] and CMS [8, 9] collaborations have reported limits on various models based on searches for an excess in $\gamma + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ events using $pp$ collisions at centre-of-mass energies of $\sqrt{s} = 7$ and 8 TeV (LHC Run 1). This paper reports the results of a search for new phenomena in $\gamma + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ events in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV.
Although the existence of DM is well established \cite{10}, it is not explained by current theories. One candidate is a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP, also denoted by $\chi$), which has an interaction strength with SM particles near the level of the weak interaction. If WIMPs interact with quarks via a mediator particle, they could be pair-produced in $pp$ collisions at sufficiently high energy. The $\chi\bar{\chi}$ pair would be invisible to the detector, but $\gamma + E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ events can be produced via radiation of an initial-state photon in $q\bar{q} \rightarrow \chi\bar{\chi}$ interactions \cite{11}.

A model-independent approach to dark matter production in $pp$ collision is through effective field theories (EFT) with various forms of interaction between the WIMPs and the SM particles \cite{11}. However, as the typical momentum transfer in $pp$ collisions at the LHC could reach the cut-off scale required for the EFT approximation to be valid, it is crucial to present the results of the search in terms of models that involve the explicit production of the intermediate state, as shown in figure 1 (left). This paper focuses on simplified models assuming Dirac fermion DM candidates produced via an $s$-channel mediator with axial-vector interactions \cite{12-14}. In this case, the interaction is effectively described by five parameters: the WIMP mass $m_\chi$, the mediator mass $m_{\text{med}}$, the width of the mediator $\Gamma_{\text{med}}$, the coupling of the mediator to quarks $g_q$, and the coupling of the mediator to the dark matter particle $g_\chi$. In the limit of large mediator mass, these simplified models map onto the EFT operators, with the suppression scale\footnote{The suppression scale, also referred to as $\Lambda$, is the effective mass scale of particles that are integrated out in an EFT. The non-renormalizable operators are suppressed by powers of $1/M_*$.} $M_*$ linked to $m_{\text{med}}$ by the relation $M_* = m_{\text{med}}/\sqrt{g_qg_\chi}$ \cite{15}.

The paper also considers a specific EFT benchmark, for which neither a simplified model completion nor the simplified models yielding similar kinematic distributions are implemented in an event generator \cite{16}. A dimension-7 EFT operator with direct couplings between DM and electroweak (EW) bosons, and describing a contact interaction of type $\gamma\gamma\chi\bar{\chi}$, is used \cite{14}. The effective coupling to photons is parameterized by the coupling strengths $k_1$ and $k_2$, which control the strength of the coupling to the U(1) and SU(2) gauge sectors of the SM, respectively. In this model, dark matter production proceeds via $q\bar{q} \rightarrow \gamma \rightarrow \gamma\chi\bar{\chi}$, without requiring initial-state radiation. The process is shown in figure 1 (right). There are four free parameters in this model: the EW coupling strengths $k_1$ and $k_2$, $m_\chi$, and the suppression scale $\Lambda$.

The ADD model of LED \cite{17} aims to solve the hierarchy problem by hypothesizing the existence of $n$ additional spatial dimensions of size $R$, leading to a new fundamental scale $M_D$ related to the Planck mass, $M_{\text{Planck}}$, through $M_{\text{Planck}}^2 \approx M_D^{2+n}R^n$. If these dimensions are compactified, a series of massive graviton ($G$) modes results. Stable gravitons would be invisible to the ATLAS detector, but if the graviton couples to photons and is produced in association with a photon, the detector signature is a $\gamma + E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ event. Examples of graviton production are illustrated in figure 2.

The search follows a strategy similar to the search performed using the 8 TeV data collected during the LHC Run 1 \cite{7}. Due to the increased centre-of-mass energy, the search presented here achieves better sensitivity for the ADD model case where direct comparison...
with the 8 TeV search result is possible, as is shown later. Different DM models, proposed in ref. [14], are also considered.

The paper is organized as follows. A brief description of the ATLAS detector is given in section 2. The signal and background Monte Carlo (MC) simulation samples used are described in section 3. The reconstruction of physics objects is explained in section 4, and the event selection is described in section 5. Estimation of the SM backgrounds is outlined in section 6. The results are described in section 7 and the systematic uncertainties are given in section 8. The interpretation of results in terms of models of new phenomena including pair production of dark matter candidates or large extra spatial dimensions is described in section 9. A summary is given in section 10.

2 The ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [18] is a multi-purpose particle physics apparatus with a forward-backward symmetric cylindrical geometry and near 4π coverage in solid angle.\(^2\) The inner tracking detector (ID) covers the pseudorapidity range |\(\eta\)| < 2.5, and consists of a silicon

\(^2\)ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates \((r, \phi)\) are used in the transverse plane, \(\phi\) being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar \(\theta\) angle as \(\eta = -\ln(\tan(\theta/2))\).
pixel detector, a silicon microstrip detector, and, for $|\eta| < 2.0$, a straw-tube transition radiation tracker (TRT). During the LHC shutdown in 2013–14, an additional inner pixel layer, known as the insertable B-layer [19], was added around a new, smaller radius beam pipe. The ID is surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T magnetic field. A high-granularity lead/liquid-argon sampling electromagnetic calorimeter covers the region $|\eta| < 3.2$ and is segmented longitudinally in shower depth. The first layer, with high granularity in the $\eta$ direction, is designed to allow efficient discrimination between single photon showers and two overlapping photons originating from a $\pi^0$ decay. The second layer collects most of the energy deposited in the calorimeter in electromagnetic showers initiated by electrons or photons. Very high energy showers can leave significant energy deposits in the third layer, which can also be used to correct for energy leakage beyond the EM calorimeter. A steel/scintillator-tile calorimeter provides hadronic coverage in the range $|\eta| < 1.7$. The liquid-argon technology is also used for the hadronic calorimeters in the end-cap region $1.5 < |\eta| < 3.2$ and for electromagnetic and hadronic measurements in the forward region up to $|\eta| = 4.9$. The muon spectrometer (MS) surrounds the calorimeters. It consists of three large air-core superconducting toroidal magnet systems, precision tracking chambers providing accurate muon tracking out to $|\eta| = 2.7$, and fast detectors for triggering in the region $|\eta| < 2.4$. A two-level trigger system is used to select events for offline analysis [20].

3 Monte Carlo simulation samples

Several MC simulated samples are used to estimate the signal acceptance, the detector efficiency and to help in the estimation of the SM background contributions.

For all the DM samples considered here, the values of the free parameters and the event generation settings were chosen following the recommendations given in ref. [14].

Samples of DM production in simplified models are generated via an $s$-channel mediator with axial-vector interactions. The $g_\gamma$ coupling is set to be universal in quark flavour and equal to 0.25, $g_\chi$ is set to 1.0, and $\Gamma_{\text{med}}$ is computed as the minimum width allowed given the couplings and masses. A grid of points in the $m_\chi$–$m_{\text{med}}$ plane is generated. The parton distribution function (PDF) set used is NNPDF30_lo_as_0130 [21]. The program MG5_aMC@NLO v2.2.3 [22] is used to generate the events, in conjunction with PYTHIA 8.186 [23] with the NNPDF2.3LO PDF set [24, 25] and the A14 set of tuned parameters (tune) [26]. A photon with at least 130 GeV of transverse momentum is required in MG5_aMC@NLO. For a fixed $m_\chi$, higher $m_{\text{med}}$ leads to harder $p_T$ and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ spectra. For a very heavy mediator ($\geq 10$ TeV), EFT conditions are recovered.

For DM samples from an EFT model involving dimension-7 operators with a contact interaction of type $\gamma\gamma\chi\bar{\chi}$, the parameters which only influence the cross section are set to $k_1 = k_2 = 1.0$ and $\Lambda = 3.0$ TeV. A scan over a range of values of $m_\chi$ is performed. The settings of the generators, PDFs, underlying-event tune and generator-level requirements are the same as for the simplified model DM sample generation described above.

Signal samples for ADD models are simulated with the PYTHIA 8.186 generator, using the NNPDF2.3LO PDF with the A14 tune. A requirement of $\hat{p}_T^{\text{min}} > 100$ GeV, where $\hat{p}_T^{\text{min}}$ defines the lowest transverse momentum used for the generation, is applied to the
leading-order (LO) matrix elements for the $2 \rightarrow 2$ process to increase the efficiency of event generation. Simulations are run for two values of the scale parameter $M_D$ (2.0 and 3.0 TeV) and with the number of extra dimensions, $n$, varied from two to six.

For $W/Z\gamma$ backgrounds, events containing a charged lepton and neutrino or a lepton pair (lepton is an $e$, $\mu$ or $\tau$), together with a photon and associated jets are simulated using the SHERPA 2.1.1 generator [27]. The matrix elements including all diagrams with three electroweak couplings are calculated with up to three partons at LO and merged with SHERPA parton shower [28] using the ME+PS@LO prescription [29]. The CT10 PDF set [30] is used in conjunction with a dedicated parton shower tuning developed by the SHERPA authors. For $\gamma^*/Z$ events with the $Z$ decaying to charged particles a requirement on the dilepton invariant mass of $m_\ell\ell > 10$ GeV is applied at generator level.

Events containing a photon with associated jets are also simulated using SHERPA 2.1.1, generated in several bins of photon $p_T$ from 35 GeV up to larger than 4 TeV. The matrix elements are calculated at LO with up to three partons (lowest $p_T$ slice) or four partons and merged with SHERPA parton shower using the ME+PS@LO prescription. The CT10 PDF set is used in conjunction with the dedicated parton shower tuning.

For $W/Z+\text{jets}$ backgrounds, events containing $W$ or $Z$ bosons with associated jets are again simulated using SHERPA 2.1.1. The matrix elements are calculated for up to two partons at NLO and four partons at LO using the Comix [31] and OpenLoops [32] matrix element generators and merged with SHERPA parton shower using the ME+PS@NLO prescription [33]. As in the case of the $\gamma+\text{jets}$ samples, the CT10 PDF set is used together with the dedicated parton shower tuning. The $W/Z+\text{jets}$ events are normalized to NNLO cross sections [34]. These samples are also generated in several $p_T$ bins.

Multi-jet processes are simulated using the PYTHIA 8.186 generator. The A14 tune is used together with the NNPDF2.3LO PDF set. The EvtGen v1.2.0 program [35] is used to simulate the bottom and charm hadron decays.

Diboson processes with four charged leptons, three charged leptons and one neutrino or two charged leptons and two neutrinos are simulated using the SHERPA 2.1.1 generator. The matrix elements contain all diagrams with four electroweak vertices. They are calculated for up to one parton (for either four charged leptons or two charged leptons and two neutrinos) or zero partons (for three charged leptons and one neutrino) at NLO, and up to three partons at LO using the Comix and OpenLoops matrix element generators and merged with SHERPA parton shower using the ME+PS@NLO prescription. The CT10 PDF set is used in conjunction with the dedicated parton shower tuning. The generator cross sections are used in this case, which are at NLO.

For the generation of $t\bar{t}$ and single top quarks in the $Wt$ and $s$-channel, the POWHEG-Box v2 [36, 37] generator is used, with the CT10 PDF set used in the matrix element calculations. For all top processes, top-quark spin correlations are preserved. For $t$-channel production, top quarks are decayed using MadSpin [38]. The parton shower, fragmentation, and the underlying event are simulated using PYTHIA 6.428 [39] with the CTEQ6L1 [40] PDF sets and the corresponding Perugia 2012 tune [41]. The top mass is set to 172.5 GeV. The EvtGen v1.2.0 program is used for properties of the bottom and charm hadron decays.

Multiple $pp$ interactions in the same or neighbouring bunch crossings superimposed on the hard physics process (referred to as pile-up) are simulated with the soft QCD
processes of \textsc{Pythia} 8.186 using the A2 tune \cite{cite-a2} and the MSTW2008LO PDF set \cite{cite-mstw}. The events are reweighted to accurately reproduce the average number of interactions per bunch crossing in data.

All simulated samples are processed with a full ATLAS detector simulation \cite{cite-atlas-simulation} based on \textsc{Geant4} \cite{cite-geant}. The simulated events are reconstructed and analysed with the same analysis chain as for the data, using the same trigger and event selection criteria discussed in section 5.

4 Event reconstruction

Photons are reconstructed from clusters of energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter measured in projective towers. Clusters without matching tracks are classified as unconverted photon candidates. A photon is considered as a converted photon candidate if it is matched to a pair of tracks that pass a requirement on TRT-hits \cite{cite-trt} and form a vertex in the ID which is consistent with originating from a massless particle, or if it is matched to a single track passing a TRT-hits requirement and has a first hit after the innermost layer of the pixel detector. The photon energy is corrected by applying the energy scales measured with $Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$ decays \cite{cite-z-decay}. The trajectory of the photon is reconstructed using the longitudinal (shower depth) segmentation of the calorimeters and a constraint from the average collision point of the proton beams. For converted photons, the position of the conversion vertex is also used if tracks from the conversion have hits in the silicon detectors. Identification requirements are applied in order to reduce the contamination from $\pi^0$ or other neutral hadrons decaying to two photons. The photon identification is based on the profile of the energy deposits in the first and second layers of the electromagnetic calorimeter. Candidate photons are required to have $p_T > 10$ GeV, to satisfy the “loose” identification criteria defined in ref. \cite{cite-loose} and to be within $|\eta| < 2.37$. Photons used in the event selection must additionally satisfy the “tight” identification criteria \cite{cite-tight} and be isolated as follows. The energy in the calorimeters in a cone of size $\Delta R = \sqrt{\Delta \eta^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2} = 0.4$ around the cluster barycentre excluding the energy associated with the photon cluster is required to be less than $2.45 \, \text{GeV} + 0.022 p_T^\gamma$, where $p_T^\gamma$ is the $p_T$ of the photon candidate. This cone energy is corrected for the leakage of the photon energy from the central core and for the effects of pile-up \cite{cite-z-decay}.

Electrons are reconstructed from clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched to a track in the ID. The criteria for their identification, and the calibration steps, are similar to those used for photons. Electron candidates must satisfy the “medium” identification requirement of ref. \cite{cite-tight}. Muons are identified either as a combined track in the MS and ID systems, or as an ID track that, once extrapolated to the MS, is associated with at least one track segment in the MS. Muon candidates must satisfy the “medium” identification requirement \cite{cite-muon}. The significance of the transverse impact parameter, defined as the transverse impact parameter $d_0$ divided by its estimated uncertainty, $\sigma_{d_0}$, of tracks with respect to the primary vertex\footnote{The primary vertex is defined as the vertex with the highest sum of the squared transverse momenta of its associated tracks. It is reconstructed from at least two associated tracks with $p_T > 0.4$ GeV.} is required to satisfy $|d_0|/\sigma_{d_0} < 5.0$ for electrons and $|d_0|/\sigma_{d_0} < 9.0$ for muons.
3.0 for muons. The longitudinal impact parameter $z_0$ must be $|z_0| \sin \theta < 0.5$ mm for both electrons and muons. Electrons are required to have $p_T > 7$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.47$, while muons are required to have $p_T > 6$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.7$. If any selected electron shares its inner detector track with a selected muon, the electron is removed and the muon is kept, in order to remove electron candidates coming from muon bremsstrahlung followed by photon conversion.

Jets are reconstructed using the anti-$k_T$ algorithm [50, 51] with a radius parameter $R = 0.4$ from clusters of energy deposits at the electromagnetic scale in the calorimeters. A correction used to calibrate the jet energy to the scale of its constituent particles [52, 53] is then applied. In addition, jets are corrected for contributions from pile-up interactions [52]. Candidate jets are required to have $p_T > 20$ GeV. To suppress pile-up jets, which are mainly at low $p_T$, a jet vertex tagger [54], based on tracking and vertexing information, is applied in jets with $p_T < 50$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.4$. Jets used in the event selection are required to have $p_T > 30$ GeV and $|\eta| < 4.5$. Hadronically decaying $\tau$ leptons are considered as jets as in the Run 1 analysis [7].

To resolve ambiguities which can happen in object reconstruction, an overlap removal procedure is performed in the following order. If an electron lies within $\Delta R < 0.2$ of a candidate jet, the jet is removed from the event, while if an electron lies within $0.2 < \Delta R < 0.4$ of a jet, the electron is removed. Muons lying within $\Delta R < 0.4$ with respect to the remaining candidate jets are removed, except if the number of tracks with $p_T > 0.5$ GeV associated with the jet is less than three. In the latter case, the jet is discarded and the muon kept. Finally if a candidate photon lies within $\Delta R < 0.4$ of a jet, the jet is removed.

The momentum imbalance in the transverse plane is obtained from the negative vector sum of the reconstructed and calibrated physics objects, selected as described above, and is referred to as missing transverse momentum, $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. The symbol $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is used to denote its magnitude. Calorimeter energy deposits and tracks are associated with a reconstructed and identified high-$p_T$ object in a specific order: electrons with $p_T > 7$ GeV, photons with $p_T > 10$ GeV, and jets with $p_T > 20$ GeV [55]. Tracks from the primary vertex not associated with any such objects (“soft term”) are also taken into account in the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ reconstruction [56]. This track-based soft term is more robust against pile-up and provides a better $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ measurement in terms of resolution and scale than the calorimeter-based soft term used in ref. [7].

Corrections are applied to the objects in the simulated samples to account for differences compared to data in object reconstruction, identification and isolation efficiencies for both the selected leptons and photons and for the vetoed leptons.

5 Event selection

The data were collected in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV during 2015. The events for the analysis are recorded using a trigger requiring at least one photon candidate with an online $p_T$ threshold of 120 GeV passing “loose” identification requirements based on the shower shapes in the EM calorimeter as well as on the energy leaking into the hadronic calorimeter from the EM calorimeter [57]. Only data satisfying beam, detector and data
quality criteria are considered. The data used for the analysis correspond to an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb$^{-1}$. The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is ±5%. It is derived following a methodology similar to that detailed in ref. [58], from a preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale using $x$-$y$ beam-separation scans performed in August 2015.

Quality requirements are applied to photon candidates in order to reject events containing photons arising from instrumental problems or from non-collision background [46]. Beam-induced background is highly suppressed by applying the criteria described in section 6.5. In addition, quality requirements are applied to remove events containing candidate jets arising from detector noise and out-of-time energy deposits in the calorimeter from cosmic rays or other non-collision sources [59]. Events are required to have a reconstructed primary vertex.

The criteria for selecting events in the signal region (SR) are optimized considering the discovery potential for the simplified dark matter model. This SR also provides good sensitivity to the other models described in section 1. Events in the SR are required to have $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 150$ GeV and the leading photon has to satisfy the “tight” identification criteria, to have $p_T > 150$ GeV, $|\eta| < 2.37$, excluding the calorimeter barrel/end-cap transition region $1.37 < |\eta| < 1.52$, and to be isolated. With respect to the Run 1 analysis, a re-optimization was performed that leaded to the following changes: a higher threshold for $p_T$ (150 GeV instead of 125 GeV) and a larger $|\eta|$ region ($|\eta| < 2.37$ instead of 1.37) are used for the leading photon. It is required that the photon and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ do not overlap in the azimuth: $\Delta \phi(\gamma, E_T^{\text{miss}}) > 0.4$. Events with more than one jet or with a jet with $\Delta \phi(\text{jet, } E_T^{\text{miss}}) < 0.4$ are rejected. The remaining events with one jet are retained to increase the signal acceptance and reduce systematic uncertainties related to the modelling of initial-state radiation. Events are required to have no electrons or muons passing the requirements described in section 4. The lepton veto mainly rejects $W/Z$ events with charged leptons in the final state. For events satisfying these criteria, the efficiency of the trigger used in the analysis is $0.997^{+0.003}_{-0.008}$, as determined using a control sample of events selected with a $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger with a threshold of 70 GeV.

The final data sample contains 264 events, of which 80 have a converted photon, and 170 and 94 events have zero and one jet, respectively.

The total number of events observed in the SR in data is compared with the estimated total number of events in the SR from SM backgrounds. The latter is obtained from a simultaneous fit to various control regions (CR) defined in the following. Single-bin SR and CRs are considered in the fit: no shape information within these regions is used.

6 Background estimation

The SM background to the $\gamma + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ final state is dominated by the $Z(\rightarrow \nu \nu)\gamma$ process, where the photon is due to initial-state radiation. Secondary contributions come from $W\gamma$ and $Z\gamma$ production with unidentified electrons, muons or with hadronically decaying $\tau$ leptons. There is also a contribution from $W/Z$ production where a lepton or an associated radiated jet is misidentified as a photon. In addition, there are smaller contributions from top-quark pair, diboson, $\gamma$+jets and multi-jet production.
All background estimations are extrapolated from orthogonal data samples. Control regions, built to be enriched in a specific background, are used to constrain the normalization of $W/Z\gamma$ and $\gamma$+jets backgrounds. The normalization is obtained via a simultaneous likelihood fit \cite{60} to the observed yields in all single-bin CRs. Poisson likelihood functions are used to model the expected event yields in all regions. The systematic uncertainties described in section 8 are treated as Gaussian-distributed nuisance parameters in the likelihood function. The fit in the CRs is performed to obtain the normalization factors for the $W\gamma$, $Z\gamma$ and $\gamma$+jets processes, which are then used to constrain background estimates in the SR. The same normalization factor is used for both $Z(\to \nu\nu)\gamma$ and $Z$ decaying to charged leptons in SR events.

The backgrounds due to fake photons from the misidentification of electrons or jets in $W/Z$+jets, top, diboson and multi-jet events are estimated using data-driven techniques based on studies of electrons and jets faking photons (see sections 6.3 and 6.4).

6.1 $Z\gamma$ and $W\gamma$ backgrounds

For the estimation of the $W/Z\gamma$ background, three control regions are defined by selecting events with the same criteria used for the SR but inverting the lepton vetoes. In the first control region (1muCR) the $W\gamma$ contribution is enhanced by requiring the presence of a muon. The second and third control regions enhance the $Z\gamma$ background by requiring the presence of a pair of muons (2muCR) or electrons (2eleCR). In both 1muCR and 2muCR, to ensure that the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ spectrum is similar to the one in the SR, muons are treated as non-interacting particles in the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ reconstruction. The same procedure is followed for electrons in the 2eleCR. In each case, the CR lepton selection follows the same requirements as the SR lepton veto, with the addition that the leptons must be isolated with “loose” criteria \cite{49}. In both the $Z\gamma$-enriched control regions, the dilepton invariant mass $m_{\ell\ell}$ is required to be greater than 20 GeV. The normalization of the dominant $Z\gamma$ background process is largely constrained by the event yields in the 2muCR and the 2eleCR. The signal contamination in all CRs is negligible. The expected fraction of signal events in the 1muCR is at the level of 0.15%. In the 2muCR and 2eleCR the contamination is zero due to the requirement of two leptons.

6.2 $\gamma$+jets background

The $\gamma$+jets background in the signal region consists of events where the jet is poorly reconstructed and partially lost, creating fake $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. This background is suppressed by the large $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and the large jet–$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ azimuthal separation requirements. It is estimated from simulated $\gamma$+jets events corrected with a normalization factor that is determined in a specific control region (PhJetCR), enriched in $\gamma$+jets events. This CR is defined with the same criteria as used for the SR, but requiring 85 GeV < $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ < 110 GeV and azimuthal separation between the photon and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, $\Delta\phi(\gamma, E_T^{\text{miss}})$, to be smaller than 3, to minimize the contamination from signal events. The upper limit on the expected fraction of signal events in the PhJetCR has been estimated to be at the level of 3%. The extrapolation in $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ of the gamma+jets background from the CR to the SR was checked in a validation region defined with higher $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ (125 < $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ < 250 GeV) and requiring $\Delta\phi(\gamma, E_T^{\text{miss}}) < 3.0$; no evidence of mismodeling was found.
6.3 Fake photons from misidentified electrons

Contributions from processes in which an electron is misidentified as a photon are estimated by scaling yields from a sample of \(e + E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}\) events by an electron-to-photon misidentification factor. This factor is measured with mutually exclusive samples of \(e^+e^-\) and \(\gamma + e\) events in data. To establish a pure sample of electrons, \(m_{ee}\) and \(m_{e\gamma}\) are both required to be consistent with the \(Z\) boson mass to within 10 GeV, and the \(E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}\) is required to be smaller than 40 GeV. The misidentification factor, calculated as the ratio of the number of \(\gamma + e\) to the number of \(e^+e^-\) events, is parameterized as a function of \(p_T\) and pseudorapidity and it varies between 0.8% and 2.6%. Systematic uncertainties from three different sources are added in quadrature: the difference between misidentification factors measured in data in two different windows around the \(Z\) mass (5 GeV and 10 GeV), the difference when measured in \(Z(\rightarrow ee)\) MC events with the same method as used in data compared to using generator-level information, and the difference when measured in \(Z(\rightarrow ee)\) and \(W(\rightarrow e\nu)\) MC events using generator-level information. Similar estimates are made for the three control regions with leptons, by applying the misidentification factor to events selected using the same criteria as used for these control regions but requiring an electron instead of a photon. The estimated contribution of this background in the SR and the associated error are reported in section 7.

6.4 Fake photons from misidentified jets

Background contributions from events in which a jet is misidentified as a photon are estimated using a sideband counting method [61]. This method relies on counting photon candidates in four regions of a two-dimensional space, defined by the transverse isolation energy and by the quality of the identification criteria. A signal region (region A) is defined by photon candidates that are isolated with tight identification. Three background regions are defined, consisting of photon candidates which are either tight and non-isolated (region B), non-tight and isolated (region C) or non-tight and non-isolated (region D). The method relies on the fact that signal contamination in the three background regions is small and that the isolation profile in the non-tight region is the same as that of the background in the tight region. The number of background candidates in the signal region \(N_A\) is calculated by taking the ratio of the two non-tight regions \(N_C/N_D\) multiplied by the number of candidates in the tight, non-isolated region \(N_B\). This method is applied in all analysis regions: the SR and the four CRs. The systematic uncertainty of the method is evaluated by varying the criteria of tightness and isolation used to define the four regions. This estimate also accounts for the contribution from multi-jet events, which can mimic the \(\gamma + E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}\) signature if one jet is misreconstructed as a photon and one or more of the other jets are poorly reconstructed, resulting in large \(E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}\). The estimated contribution of this background in the SR and the associated error are reported in section 7.

6.5 Beam-induced background

Muons from beam background can leave significant energy deposits in the calorimeters, mainly in the region at large \(|\eta|\), and hence can lead to reconstructed fake photons. These beam-induced fakes do not point back to the primary vertex, and the photon trajectory
Figure 3. Distribution of $E_{\text{miss}}^T$, reconstructed treating muons as non-interacting particles, in the data and for the background in the 1muCR (left) and in the 2muCR (right). The total background expectation is normalized to the post-fit result in each control region. Overflows are included in the final bin. The error bars are statistical, and the dashed band includes statistical and systematic uncertainties determined by a bin-by-bin fit. The lower panel shows the ratio of data to expected background event yields.

provides a powerful rejection criterion. The $|z|$ position of the intersection of the extrapolated photon trajectory with the beam axis is required to be smaller than 0.25 m, which rejects 98.5% of these fake photons. The residual beam background after the final event selection is found to be negligible, about 0.02%.

6.6 Final background estimation

Background estimates in the SR are derived from a simultaneous fit to the four single-bin control regions (1muCR, 2muCR, 2eleCR and PhJetCR) in order to assess whether the observed SR yield is consistent with the background model. For each CR, the inputs to the fit are: the number of events seen in the data, the number of events expected from MC simulation for the $W=Z$ and $\gamma +\text{jets}$ backgrounds, whose normalizations are free parameters, and the number of fake-photon events obtained from the data-driven techniques. The fitted values of the normalization factors for $W\gamma$ and $Z\gamma$ are $k_{W\gamma} = 1.50 \pm 0.26$ and $k_{Z\gamma} = 1.19 \pm 0.21$, while the normalization factor for the $\gamma +\text{jets}$ background is $k_{\gamma +\text{jets}} = 0.98 \pm 0.28$. The uncertainties include those from the various sources described in section 8. The factor $k_{W\gamma}$ is large owing to the data-MC normalization difference in the 1muCR, which can potentially be reduced using higher-order corrections for the $V\gamma$ cross sections [62], which are not available for the selection criteria used here.

Post-fit distributions of $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ in the three lepton CRs and in the PhJetCR are shown in figure 3 and figure 4. These distributions illustrate the kinematics of the selected events. Their shape is not used in the simultaneous fit, which is performed on the single-bin CRs.

7 Results

Table 1 presents the observed number of events and the SM background predictions in the SR, obtained from the simultaneous fit to the single-bin CRs. The same numbers are also
Figure 4. Distribution of $E_\text{miss}^\gamma$ in the data and for the background in the 2eleCR, where $E_\text{miss}^\gamma$ is reconstructed treating electrons as non-interacting particles (left) and in the PhJetCR (right). The total background expectation is normalized to the post-fit result in each control region. Overflows are included in the final bin for the left figure. The error bars are statistical, and the dashed band includes statistical and systematic uncertainties determined by a bin-by-bin fit. The lower panel shows the ratio of data to expected background event yields.

Table 1. Observed event yields in 3.2 fb$^{-1}$ compared to expected yields from SM backgrounds in the signal region (SR) and in the four control regions (CRs), as predicted from the simultaneous fit to all single-bin CRs. The MC yields before the fit are also shown. The uncertainty includes both the statistical and systematic uncertainties described in section 8. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature to equal the total background uncertainty.

shown in the three lepton CRs and in the PhJetCR. The contribution from $W/Z\gamma$ with $W/Z$ decaying to $\tau$ includes both the leptonic and the hadronic $\tau$ decays, considered in this search as jets. The fraction of $W(\rightarrow \tau \nu)$ and $Z(\rightarrow \tau \tau)$ with respect to the total background corresponds to about 12% and 0.8%, respectively. The post-fit $E_\text{miss}^\gamma$ distribution and the photon $p_T$ distribution in the SR are shown in figure 5.

8 Systematic uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties in the background predictions in the SR are presented as percentages of the total background prediction. This prediction is obtained from the simultaneous
Figure 5. Distribution of $E_{T}^{miss}$ (left) and photon $p_T$ (right) in the signal region for data and for the background predicted from the fit in the CRs. Overflows are included in the final bin. The error bars are statistical, and the dashed band includes statistical and systematic uncertainties determined by a bin-by-bin fit. The expected yield of events from the simplified model with $m_{\chi} = 150$ GeV and $m_{\text{med}} = 500$ GeV is stacked on top of the background prediction. The lower panel shows the ratio of data to expected background event yields.

The total background prediction uncertainty, including systematic and statistical contributions, is approximately 11%, dominated by the statistical uncertainty in the control regions, which amounts to approximately 9%. The largest relative systematic uncertainty of 5.8% is due to the electron fake rate. This is mainly driven by the small number of events available for the estimation of the electron-to-photon misidentification factor yielding a precision of 30–100%, depending on $p_T$ and $\eta$. PDF uncertainties have an impact on the $V\gamma$ samples in each region but the effect on normalization is largely absorbed in the fit. They are evaluated following the prescriptions of the PDF group recommendations [63] and using a reweighting procedure implemented in the LHAPDF Tool [64]. These uncertainties contribute 2.8% to the background prediction uncertainty affecting mainly the $Z(\rightarrow \nu\nu)\gamma$ background. The uncertainty on the jet fake rate contributes a relative uncertainty of 2.4% and affects mainly the normalization of $W(\rightarrow \ell\nu)\gamma$ background, while the uncertainty on the muon reconstruction and isolation efficiency gives a relative uncertainty of 1.5% and mainly affects the $Z(\rightarrow \ell\ell)\gamma$ background. Finally the uncertainty on the jet energy resolution accounts for 1.2% of the uncertainty and the most affected background is $\gamma + \text{jets}$. After the fit, the uncertainty on the luminosity [58] is found to have a negligible impact on the background estimation.

For the signal-related systematics, the PDF uncertainties are evaluated in the same way described above for the background samples, while QCD scale uncertainties are evaluated by varying the renormalization and factorization scales by factors 2.0 and 0.5 with respect to the nominal values used in the MC generation. The uncertainties due to the choice of underlying-event tune used with PYTHIA 8.186 are computed by generating MC samples with the alternative underlying-event tunes described in ref. [26].
Total background: 295
Total background uncertainty: 11%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electron fake rate</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF uncertainties</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet fake rate</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muons reconstruction/isolation efficiency</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrons reconstruction/identification/isolation efficiency</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy resolution [65]</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon energy scale</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ soft term scale and resolution</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon energy resolution</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy scale [53]</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Breakdown of the dominant systematic uncertainties in the background estimates. The uncertainties are given relative to the expected total background yield. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature to equal the total background uncertainty.

9 Interpretation of results

The 264 events observed in data are consistent with the prediction of $295 \pm 34$ events from SM backgrounds. The results are therefore interpreted in terms of exclusion limits in models that would produce an excess of $\gamma + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ events. Upper bounds are calculated using a one-sided profile likelihood ratio and the $CL_S$ technique [66, 67], evaluated using the asymptotic approximation [68]. The likelihood fit includes both the SR and the CRs.

Limits on the fiducial cross section of a potential signal beyond the SM, defined as the product of the cross section times the fiducial acceptance $A$, are provided. These limits can be extrapolated within some approximations to models producing $\gamma + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ events once $A$ is known. The value of $A$ for a particular model is computed by applying the same selection criteria as in the SR but at the particle level; in this computation $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is given by the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all invisible particles. The value of $A$ is $0.43 - 0.56$ (0.4) for the DM (ADD) samples generated for this search following the specifications given in section 3. The limit is computed by dividing the limit on the visible cross section $\sigma \times A \times \epsilon$ by the fiducial reconstruction efficiency $\epsilon$. The latter is conservatively taken to be 78%, corresponding to the lowest efficiency found in the ADD and DM models studied here, for which the efficiency ranges from 78% to 91%. The observed (expected) upper limits on the fiducial cross section $\sigma \times A$ for the production of $\gamma + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ events are 17.8 (25.5) fb at 95% confidence level (CL) and 14.6 (21.7) fb at 90% CL. The observed upper limit at 95% CL would be 15.3 fb using the largest efficiency value of 91%.

When placing limits on specific models, the signal-related systematic uncertainties calculated as described in section 8 affecting $\sigma \times \epsilon$ (PDF, scales, initial- and final-state
Figure 6. The observed and expected 95% CL exclusion limit for a simplified model of dark matter production involving an axial-vector operator, Dirac DM and couplings \( g_q = 0.25 \) and \( g_\chi = 1 \) as a function of the dark matter mass \( m_\chi \) and the axial-mediator mass \( m_{\text{med}} \). The plane under the limit curves is excluded. The region on the left is excluded by the perturbative limit. The relic density curve [70] is also shown.

Radiation) are included in the statistical analysis, while the uncertainties affecting the cross section (PDF, scales) are indicated as bands around the observed limits and written as \( \sigma_{\text{theo}} \).

Simplified models with explicit mediators are robust for all values of the momentum transfer \( Q_{\text{tr}} \) [14]. For the simplified model with an axial-vector mediator, figure 6 shows the observed and expected contours corresponding to a 95% CL exclusion as a function of \( m_{\text{med}} \) and \( m_\chi \) for \( g_q = 0.25 \) and \( g_\chi = 1 \). The region of the plane under the limit curves is excluded. The region not allowed due to perturbative unitarity violation is to the left of the line defined by \( m_\chi = \sqrt{\pi/2} m_{\text{med}} \) [69]. The line corresponding to the DM thermal relic abundance [70] is also indicated in the figure. The search excludes mediator masses below 710 GeV for \( \chi \) masses below 150 GeV.

Figure 7 shows the contour corresponding to a 90% CL exclusion translated to the \( \chi \)-proton scattering cross section vs. \( m_\chi \) plane. Bounds on the \( \chi \)-proton cross section are obtained following the procedure described in ref. [71], assuming that the axial-vector mediator with couplings \( g_q = 0.25 \) and \( g_\chi = 1 \) is solely responsible for both collider \( \chi \) pair production and for \( \chi \)-nucleon scattering. In this plane a comparison with the result from direct DM searches [72–74] is possible. The search provides stringent limits on the scattering cross section at the order of \( 10^{-41} \text{cm}^2 \) up to \( m_\chi \) masses of about 150 GeV. The limit placed in this search extends to arbitrarily low values of \( m_\chi \), as the acceptance at lower mass values is the same as the one at the lowest \( m_\chi \) value shown here.

In the case of the model of \( \gamma \gamma \chi \bar{\chi} \) interactions, lower limits are placed on the effective mass scale \( M_* \) as a function of \( m_\chi \), as shown in figure 8. The EFT is not always valid, so a truncation procedure is applied [75]. In this procedure, the scale at which the EFT description becomes invalid (\( M_{\text{cut}} \)) is assumed to be related to \( M_* \) through \( M_{\text{cut}} = g^* M_* \), where \( g^* \) is the EFT coupling. Events having a centre-of-mass energy larger than \( M_{\text{cut}} \) are removed and the limit is recomputed. The effect of the truncation for various representative
values of \( g^* \) is shown in figure 8: for the maximal coupling value of \( 4\pi \), the truncation has almost no effect; for lower coupling values, the exclusion limits are confined to a smaller area of the parameter space, and no limit can be set for a coupling value of unity. For very low values of \( M_\ast \), most events would fail the centre-of-mass energy truncation requirement, therefore, the truncated limits are not able to exclude very low \( M_\ast \) values. The search excludes model values of \( M_\ast \) up to 570 GeV and effects of truncation for various coupling values are shown in the figure.

In the ADD model of LED, the observed and expected 95% CL lower limits on the fundamental Planck mass \( M_D \) for various values of \( n \) are shown in figure 9. The values of \( M_D \) excluded at 95% CL are larger for larger \( n \) values: this is explained by the increase of the cross section at the centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV with increasing \( n \), which is an
expected behaviour for values of $M_D$ which are not large with respect to the centre-of-mass energy. Results incorporating truncation in the phase-space region where the model implementation is not valid are also shown. This consists in suppressing the graviton production cross section by a factor $M_D^4/s^2$ in events with centre-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} > M_D$. The procedure is repeated iteratively with the new truncated limit until it converges, i.e., until the difference between the new truncated limit and the one obtained in the previous iteration differ by less than 0.1$\sigma$. It results in a decrease of the 95% CL limit on $M_D$. The search sets limits that are more stringent than those from LHC Run 1, excluding $M_D$ up to about 2.3 TeV for $n = 2$ and up to 2.8 TeV for $n = 6$; the limit values are reduced by 20 to 40% depending on $n$ when applying a truncation procedure.

10 Conclusion

Results are reported on a search for new phenomena in events with a high-$p_T$ photon and large missing transverse momentum in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV at the LHC, using data collected by the ATLAS experiment corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb$^{-1}$. The observed data are consistent with the Standard Model expectations. The observed (expected) upper limits on the fiducial cross section for the production of events with a photon and large missing transverse momentum are 17.8 (25.5) fb at 95% CL and 14.6 (21.7) fb at 90% CL. For the simplified DM model considered, the search excludes mediator masses below 710 GeV for $\chi$ masses below 150 GeV. For the EW-EFT model values of $M_* \leq 570$ GeV are excluded and the effect of truncation for various coupling values is reported. For the ADD model the search sets limits that are more stringent than in the Run 1 data search, excluding $M_D$ up to about 2.3 TeV for $n = 2$ and up to 2.8 TeV for $n = 6$; the limit values are reduced by 20–40% depending on $n$ when applying a truncation procedure.
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